
Sacred Sundays... 

A Sacred Dance Experience! 
 

The Sacred Dance Guild sponsors Festivals, Workshops and Events that bring together a diverse group of 

sacred dance facilitators and teachers who share their insights and talents with participants.    

 

One of the Festival 2012 “Dance a World of Hope” Festival scholarship participants was Heather Burcham 

who was attending her first Sacred Dance Guild festival.  Heather was obviously positively influenced by the 

Festival as she subsequently joined the Board of Directors of the Sacred Dance Guild as Co-Director of Public 

Relations!  In that role, Heather had a dream of continuing the experience BETWEEN the actual events by 

bringing the Festival to the living room so we could continue to share the amazing work of our members.    

 

That dream is now a reality!   The videos will be posted weekly to the SDG Vimeo page.  Below is the initial 

schedule for upcoming videos – mark your calendars!  Follow our Twitter page and our Facebook Fan and 

Group pages as a weekly message will go out when the video is posted! 

 

Jan. 5 Emmalyn Moreno -  A step by step instruction teaching the Sacred Dance Guild’s official song – 

Moving Mysteries 

Jan. 12 Cherie Hill - A guided movement meditation that is a truly spiritual and relaxing experience! 

(Cherie will be leading us at the February 15-21 Sacred Dance Journey to Costa Rica! 

Registration open until January 17, 2014!) 

Jan. 19 Carla DeSola - A beautiful liturgical dance, in classic Carla DeSola style, in adoration and 

worship to the Lord. (Carla will be leading a workshop in New York City May 2-4!  Watch for 

registration information!) 

Jan. 26 Kathryn Mihelick & Andrea Shearer - A compilation of sacred dance experiences from Leaven 

Dance Company entitled “Faith in Motion: Spiritual Expressions from East and West.”  

Feb. 9 Leah Mann - An experimental piece on sacred dance as a passion and lifestyle, sharing the work 

of SDG member Leah Mann. 

Feb. 16 Wendy Morrell - A simple Sacred Circle Dance and wonderful way to meet & greet dancers - 

with Ottawa, Canada Sacred Dancers - to “Blessing of the Divine Womb”  by Colleen Fulmer.   

Feb. 23 Greg Smith - A beautiful compilation from Greg Smith and his liturgical dance company 

intermixing sacred dance experiences from past and present and intimate conversations on sacred 

dance with the members of the company.  

Mar. 2 Anne-Marie Gaston (Anjali) - “Mirror of Illusion” is a meditation on the progress of a life, from 

ignorance, through embracing the other, to eventual freedom. 

Mar. 9 Betsey Beckman – Details to follow 

Mar. 16 Ann Pomeroy – Details to follow 

 

I look forward to dancing with you each Sunday! 

 

 

Wendy Morrell 

President 

Sacred Dance Guild 


